Abstract. The rapid growth of digital videos and multimedia technologies is leading to enormous volume of video data being recorded. The main challenge involves processing of the huge amounts of video data within a short period of time. Video synopsis is a smart solution that automatically retrieves and indexes the lengthy surveillance video. It gives a quick abstract of the lengthy video by eliminating redundant information. This paper provides a thorough understanding of traditional video synopsis methods and various video synopsis techniques are reviewed with detailed representation by highlighting the merits and demerits in the surveillance domain. It also offers an insight over new synopsis methods that can be used to meet the ever growing demands in surveillance applications.


1. INTRODUCTION

At present, the usage of video surveillance systems has increased almost in all places for security purposes. The video camera operates 24 hours a day. Thus the amount of captured video data grows at an incredible speed which makes video browsing tedious and time consuming, so most of the videos are not watched. In most cases, surveillance video contains too much redundant information and the interesting activities are very limited. Video synopsis is a method in which the huge video data is condensed into a smaller
volume and the activities are time shifted. This technology detects the objects in motion without losing any key activities. Video Synopsis can be applied for enhancing public safety, security in defense and public sectors. The traditional video summarization methods condense the video data in timeline whereas the conventional video synopsis methods condense both in time and space domain. The main aspects of video summarization are static and dynamic. In summarization method the important frames are considered for reduction.
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**Figure 1: Description of video summarization**

In static video summarization, essential key frames are selected and extracted from the surveillance video, whereas the lesser activities are skipped[1]. Dynamic video summarization is a method in which moving objects or a group of frames are segmented and retrieved from the video. This method is marked by the presence of unimportant events in every segment[2]. The earlier works of dynamic abstraction include video fast forward[3] and video skimming[4]. The summary obtained from video skimming is better than that of key frame summary method. Video synopsis is a video abstraction technique that can reduce the spatio-temporal redundancy optimally. The actual time of each moving object is displayed effectively. The
object of interest can be found easily from the original video.

Figure 2: Description of video synopsis

Video synopsis method greatly reduces the video length and the space occupied by it. This paper is structured with Introduction in the first section, explanation of various video synopsis techniques in the second section and a comparison of merits and demerits are detailed in the third section. Finally, a conclusion is presented in the fourth section.

2. SURVEILLANCE VIDEO SYNOPSIS TECHNIQUES

In general there are some quantitative standards in video synopsis field i) The output video should preserve maximum activities with reduced spatio temporal redundancy. ii) Collisions need to be avoided in the output video. iii) The chronological and spatial consistency of objects should be maintained well. Many approaches have been proposed for video synopsis. They are Frame Based Approach, Object Based Video Synopsis, Object Movement Video Synopsis and Potential Collision Graph methods.

Frame Based Approach
In frame based approach, frames are considered as the main building blocks. The two methods are key frames and video skimming. The key frame based abstraction methods[5],[6],[7] in which key frames are extracted from the input video. Unfortunately it cannot preserve the fast moving activities. McMillan[8] proposed a time lapse video summarization to match the users desired duration. Adaptive fast forward approaches[3] were developed to alleviate the loss of fast activities when dropping frames. Instead of selecting one frame, video skimming method[9],[10] selects some video clips from the original video by skipping the less important activities. To generate the video clip, high level content analysis and uniform sub sampling are used to extract the fixed duration at fixed intervals. Frame based methods are simple and efficient. The performance of this method is faster than the real time decoding with the help of macro blocks and motion vectors. In the frame based approach the selected frames can represent the content of the original video effectively. However some activity information is lost and the jumping phenomenon between frames in the condensed video may result in unrealistic artifacts and the computation cost is too high.

**Object Based Video Synopsis**

The object based video synopsis methods extract moving objects reducing the spatio-temporal redundancies. A novel concept was introduced by[12],[13] and[14] which assembled the important activities from different times rather than selecting all the video frames. Space time video portions were extracted by Kang et al[15] that were assembled using first fit and graph cut optimization algorithms. Undesirable seams appear between the portions that do not match within the optimal boundary. Rav-Acha et al[11] identified and extracted moving objects that can be shifted along time axis to create a compact synopsis. The chronological order of the events is disturbed in order to get a compact video like[13]. Pritch et al. expanded the work[16] to deal with the endless video streams captured by webcams. The local chronological order is preserved while moving the tubes temporally. Videos with backgrounds illuminated variably can be handled. This method is susceptible to collision artifacts. In object video synopsis due to high density of objects in the condensed video, collisions are usually unavoidable.
Nie[23] proposed a method in which moving objects are shifted both in space and time. The framework contains four main stages. The first stage involves extraction of the distinct objects in the video. In the second stage the active objects are shifted such that video size is reduced. By using MPR method the compact background are synthesized for stitching the objects. At the end the active objects are fused into the background. The above optimization does not have any interaction with the background.

Object Movement Based Synopsis

In this method the active objects are taken into account while the non-moving parts are considered as less important parts. The above object based synopsis does not handle redundancies well. The steps involved in movement synopsis are

Nie et al[24] suggested a novel approach in which the objects are first decomposed into several parts and each part corresponds to a movement sequence. Then the subsequence changing is slightly discarded and the rest are assembled and stitched together to get a compact video.

In object partition the video objects are segmented and tracked with the help of hard segmentation and soft segmentation. The segmentation described in[18],[19] requires higher degree of user interaction for obtaining suitable results. The user interactions are greatly reduced by combining rotoscoping and matting techniques[20]. Rotoscopying is a technique which contours and tracks object contours in video. Then user draws control curves on key frames.
With the help of rotoscoping trimaps, object parts are generated and avoid pixel wise adjusting of the control curves. It helps to reduce the space between the objects. After object partition, the structure completion method is used to repair the holes between the images and background[24]. Finally, robust thinning algorithm is used to partition boundary in which each object having one pixel width, perfectly connected and well defined. It greatly reduces data storage. A synopsis is obtained by choosing the same number of movements from each sequence corresponding to the portioned sections and assembling them together. The selection of movements is based on constraints such as ensuring that the output synopsis video length is shorter than the input video, and that the synoptic video contains the most important movements. Also, compatibility is to be observed between the parts that are spatially combined and within the same part the chronological sequence must be maintained.

In order to enable stitching together of moving parts coming from different frames into the same frame of the synoptic video, the moving parts are shifted by vectors whose objective function is the linear combination of three weighted energy terms. This enables the reduction of gaps in the final video.

**Potential Collision Graph Method**

This technique as proposed by Yi He[29] which is used for carrying out tube rearrangement in the video synopsis process, is known to have decreased computational complexity as opposed to conventional techniques. An advance determination of the potential collision status between tubes can be made which can be further utilized in an online framework. Collisions can occur when two tubes act on the same area at a given time instance. This is avoided when the tubes pass the area at different times. The two distinct collision relationships that are identified enable the probability of collision to be determined. Tube rearrangement is then carried out deterministically. Other methods that can produce compact synoptic videos rely upon spatio-temporal shifting of tubes[25],[27],[28] and utilization of abnormal tubes for synopsis. A solution that is accelerated by a multicore technique is given by Zhu et al.[12] for tube
rearrangement modeled as a stepwise optimization problem.

3. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS SYNOPSIS TECHNIQUES

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame Based</td>
<td>Easier to identify the important video clips</td>
<td>It cannot recognize the fast moving objects and cannot distinguish the gradual changes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The performance is fast</td>
<td>This method lose some contents due to fast activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simple and Efficient</td>
<td>Computational cost is high.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Based</td>
<td>Reduces spatio temporal redundancy</td>
<td>Chronological ordering is very difficult.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Efficient browsing for the huge video data sets</td>
<td>The background synthesis fails to produce consistent result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis Based</td>
<td>Time and memory intensive.</td>
<td>This method cannot handle long and dynamic videos.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Movement Based</td>
<td>The parts in motion are conserved and other redundancies are removed.</td>
<td>The overlapping between the parts increases collision in the synoptic video.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential Collision Method</td>
<td>It reduces computational complexity with less collision artifacts</td>
<td>Difficult for dynamic background videos.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CONCLUSION

Through the survey, different approaches and methods for efficient compact video synopsis have been demonstrated. The comprehensive survey along with a comparison of various synopsis techniques were illustrated. The challenges of the different techniques have been brought to the forefront. On the basis of this survey, researchers can be quickly acquainted with the various approaches in
video synopsis and make an appropriate choice depending on their requirements and constraints.
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